Reconciliation directly in forms
Inventory / General ledger reconciliation can now be performed at any time for any period or date, entirely
and solely through the use of forms designed exactly for that purpose, eliminating the need for printed
reports and signiﬁcantly reducing the time used on reconciliation.
When performing period P&L closing it is always a challenge in
Dynamics AX to reconcile the inventory value against General ledger.
There are different reasons for these reconciliation issues, but it’s
common for most of them that the imbalances between inventory
and General ledger are often not discovered in the period where
they were created. In some cases simple and small imbalances
are accumulated during a whole year and when the auditor shows
up at year-end these initially simple and small imbalances are not
small any more and are most often very difﬁcult to explain and
to reverse - occasionally this leads to delayed account statements
and a lot of discussions with the auditor.
Dynamics AX is a very ﬂexible and fully integrated system which
can be set up and used in many different ways - but very often
this setup ﬂexibility has lead to automatic entries in the General

ledger which were not planned - and hereafter not found and
corrected - as standard Dynamics AX do not include tools to ﬁnd
these ”wrong” entries - but with Inventory II for Dynamics AX
these tools are available.
Inventory II features the complete set of tools necessary to
automate and simplify the task of Inventory / General ledger
reconciliation. Rules for how to reconcile the inventory against the
General ledger can be set up to match the structure in General
ledger so that posted amounts are directly comparable as shown
in the screen display below.
In this screen display you can specify and select item groups and/
or items numbers to be reconciled with selected account numbers
in General ledger for a speciﬁc period - further you can deﬁne
which inventory amounts to be used for reconciliation.

When the relevant columns are deﬁned Inventory II’s unique reconciliation tool is simply
launched by pushing a button. The functionality
will automatically reconcile the inventory value
against the General ledger value per day, per
month or per year. The result of the reconciliation is presented with a clear indication of the
period in which a potential reconciliation difference were created - hereafter you will know
which period to drill deeper into.
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With Inventory II you can push a button
to drill deeper into such a period and
get a complete speciﬁcation of all posted
amounts made in the inventory module in
any combination of inventory dimensions
in the actual period. On the reconciliation
tab pages posted inventory values and
General ledger balances are presented
side by side on this granular level showing
any difference.

Thus the Inventory II reconciliation tool box ➝
makes it very easy to ﬁnd inventory transactions which have been posted on an incorrect
account or posted amounts on inventory accounts which were not performed through the
inventory module.
Hereby you can easily correct the transactions
creating the imbalance - which ensures that
you can ﬁnalize your P&L in due time to avoid
critical questions from your auditor or manager.
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